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Contracts, Telework Are Among Various FDA Cost-Containment Targets
FDA is exploring cost-containment solutions such as using remote work plans, evaluating contracts to reduce

duplication and leveraging expertise through various consortia, FDA Commissioner Margaret Hamburg told agency
funding advocates this week. The strategies emerge in a tight fiscal climate that includes a continued standoff this week
between President Barack Obama and Congress over the looming threat of sequestration set to take effect in less than a
month. The across-the-board cuts could reduce food inspections by 2,100 in the next year, Hamburg said, offering a
“ballpark” estimate intended to illustrate the effect of sequestration.

FDA awaits information on the president’s budget from the White House Office of Management and Budget,
Hamburg told members of the Alliance for a Stronger FDA. However, agency funding is complicated by the looming threat
of sequestration, which would chip away at FDA user fees, and the fact that the government is operating under a continu-
ing resolution.

“It’s been a demoralizing environment for everyone in government,” Hamburg said, commenting on the continued
threat of sequestration.

The agency overall has taken on several strategies to reduce cost, she said. The agency is cutting back on confer-
ence travel, evaluating contracts to prevent duplication of services, going “green,” and reducing its space footprint
through remote work plans and office sharing.

“It makes life harder for everyone, but people understand that those are the kinds of things and conveniences we
have to undertake so that we can keep our resources targeted on our core work and our core functions,” she said. The
agency also is taking advantage of various partnerships and consortia to leverage expertise such as those focused on
biomarkers and Alzheimer’s neuroimaging.

Hamburg noted that sequestration comes at a difficult time because the agency has been tasked with standing up two
new user fee programs — for biosimilars and generic drugs. She said the new biosimilars program will move forward
regardless of sequestration, although all programs would suffer under the cuts.

Tuesday (Feb. 5), Obama called on Congress to temporarily delay sequestration through a mini-package of spending
cuts and revenue raisers. Still, agencies have been directed by OMB to prepare for the possibility the cuts might kick in as
scheduled March 1.

FDA has projected that food safety would be hit especially hard under sequestration. Hamburg said the cuts could
result in a “quite significant” cutback in foreign and domestic food inspections, with sequestration potentially cutting
2,100 inspections in the next year. She noted the number was a “ballpark” estimate intended to lay out the effect of
sequestration in practical terms.

“That will decrease our ability to identify or respond to potential serious food safety threats,” she said. The agency
hopes to reduce the impact to personnel, but activities and programs would have to be limited under sequestration, she
said. She also pointed out that international inspections pose a significant cost to the agency. -- Alaina Busch
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